National Infrastructure Council
Blueprint 2025 Coalition

Call to Action
Blueprint 2025 is a platform supported by a bipartisan coalition of industry and public
sector leaders to promote increased infrastructure investment in the U.S. Blueprint 2025
analyzes domestic projects through a robust ranking system, identifies key issues in the
U.S. market, supports projects and partners, and convenes leaders to steer projects to
success.
Join our call to action and lead the change in the US infrastructure industry as a:

Round Table 1
May 19

Round Table 2
June 19

Govern and advance
CG/LA's top
strategic
25 projects

Round Table 3
September 19

Round Table 4
December 19

Blueprint 2025 2x Leadership Forum
Nationals Park | Washington,DC
May 6-7, 2019

Drives top strategic 25
projects forward

1. Blueprint Member ($30,000): Join a coalition of like minded infrastructure professionals
to advance specific project and sector issues, including the highest visibility and access at
the Blueprint 2025 2X Leadership Forum, with 4 courtesy registrations.
2. Blueprint Forum Sponsor ($15,000): Enjoy VIP access to the Blueprint 2025 Leaddership
Forum, including the invite only Welcome Dinner, with 2 courtesy registrations.
3. Blueprint Technology Exhibitor ($7,500): Demo your technology solution at the Blueprint
2025 2X Leadership Forum, with 2 courtesy registrations.
4. Blueprint Forum Registrant ($995): Participate in America's leading infrastructure
Forum.
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National Infrastructure
Performance Council

Blueprint 2025 Coalition

Blueprint 2025 2X Leadership Forum

A council of elite executive
leaders who meet quarterly
and have a deep concern for
the productivity and health of
the U.S. market, and have a
business interest in increasing
domestic infrastructure
investment.

A coalition of leading
infrastructure executives and
companies who work directly
with the National Infrastructure
Performance Council to execute
strategies and accelerate
domestic infrastructure projects.

CG/LA’s annual gathering of 300+
senior-level visionaries, policymakers,
and infrastructure project developers
focused on the Strategic 25 U.S.
infrastructure projects, and key policy
changes required to make those
projects, and their benefits, happen
fast.

Blueprint 2025 membership over the next 12 months will provide:
Interaction
Interaction with senior policy makers, regulators, project owners and
business leaders at the Blueprint 2025 2X Leadership Forum.
Advance and resolve infrastructure issues on specific projects and
within specific sectors through regular interactions with the National
Infrastructure Performance Council and the Blueprint 2025 Coalition.

Increased Private Infrastructure Investment

Insight
In-depth analysis on the current U.S. infrastructure market through our
top U.S. projects report and advisory publications.
Thought leadership on the main issues for the domestic infrastructure
industry and pathways to overcome them.

The Gateway Program
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Texas Central High-Speed Rail

25 Strategic Domestic Infrastructure Projects
Identification, selection, and ranking of the priority infrastructure
projects in the United States through CG/LA’s proprietary methodology.
These projects cover the range of sectors, and have both a direct as well
as an indirect impact on jobs and growth across the country (see below).

Impact
A continued focus on reducing regulatory impediments, facilitate
private sector investments, and spurring productive conversations on
infrastructure.
Advocacy on behalf of infrastructure project owners and private sector
partners to move projects forward.

For more information on our call
to action, please contact us at
blueprint2025@cg-la.com

